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Rhetorical Criticism as Synecdoche for Agency

I have been a rhetorical critic from the time I made the decision to participate as a scholar in the communication discipline. I have never really considered using any other method to answer the questions I want to ask about rhetoric or communication. The reason, I believe, is that the act of rhetorical criticism serves for me as synecdoche for agency in general.

I am defining agency in a standard way here—as the capacity to exert “some degree of control over the social relations in which one is enmeshed”1 or, more rhetorically, to exert “influence through symbolic action.”2 I am aware of the discussion about the impact of postmodernism on rhetorical agency, and my view is that agency is located neither exclusively with an agent nor determined by struc-
ture but lies in the interplay between the two. I see rhetoric playing a critical role in this intermediate view of agency because it is the mechanism that enables the agent to engage but also to develop creative responses to structural or material conditions in a negotiation between self and structure.

The essence of the argument I want to make about rhetorical criticism and agency is that the process of rhetorical criticism mimics the process of agency. In both processes the agent/critic selects something on which to focus or engages a perceived structure of some kind. The agent/critic then interprets that structure in particular ways and shares that interpretation with others. The result is a world of the agent’s/critic’s own creation. I turn now to an explanation of each of these three steps.

**Selecting an Artifact/Engaging Structure**

My first agentic choice occurs in the initial step of rhetorical criticism—selecting a text or engaging an artifact to analyze. This is a process not of encountering artifacts but of attending to artifacts, so infinite possibilities are available to me. I make choices about where to focus my attention, directing my attention to some artifacts and ignoring those not selected. As I interact with a selected artifact and continue to select it, I reify it and stabilize it, making it part of my world. Because I am the one who calls an artifact into being with my act of attention and who bestows meaning on it with my act of interpretation, I attribute no inherent power to the artifact, for to do so would code my agency to the artifact. I retain agency, then, as I attend, select, and focus to choose an artifact to analyze.

The first step of criticism, the selection of an artifact, is parallel to the first step of the agentic process, which begins with engagement with the structural environment. Agency is “always agency toward something,” and that something is a perceived structure. As I perceive something, I construct it, and I sustain it with my attention. I am reminded, in this step of criticism, to consider my starting points in the general process of enactment of agency. I cannot attend to and engage with everything in the world, so I am always choosing. Some conditions, in other words, are not more “real” than others and cannot require my attention to them. Just because some people have chosen to create a war in Iraq and continue to attend to it, holding it in their worlds, does not mean I must capture my attention. I always have the choice of asking what other possibilities are available, and when I look for more options to which to attend, I see them. I am encouraged, then, to reflect on whether I want the ideas, constructions, objects, or conditions on which I am focusing because what I choose constitutes the building blocks of my world.

**Analyzing an Artifact/Interpreting Structure**

The second step of criticism offers a second agentic choice. I can choose how to interpret an artifact on which I focus, and my choices are limited only by my imagination and the dictates of criterial adequacy for presenting my analysis to others. The unlimited possibilities available at this step are most evident at the moment when I initiate the coding of an artifact. Probably my favorite part of the process, this is when I have no idea what my interpretation will be or what schema I will formulate to explain an artifact, and I stand poised at the artifact’s edge, eager to jump in.

Although critics have virtually infinite responses available for interpreting an artifact, they do not always take advantage of that freedom. The option is always available to choose scripted or conventional interpretations. Such interpretations may be scripted by method, for example, when critics choose a critical method and apply it to their artifacts. Others choose scripted interpretations when they know the results they want to accomplish with their criticism before they begin the analysis or believe an artifact itself requires a particular response. In such scripted interpretations, critics are not surprised by what they discover because they already know that, for example, an artifact exemplifies oppression, encourages consumption, or inhibits social justice. Although a scripted response is legitimate in some situations and with some artifacts, it tends to illustrate and reinforce existing theories and understandings rather than encourage the development of new ones. It also restricts agency; to tell a new story using a conventional script is difficult because the script encourages making the same choices that were made in the past. In contrast, innovating in response to an artifact challenges received patterns of understanding and action. Such innovation contributes to the development of theory that has the capacity to challenge assumptions, to reconsider what is taken for granted, and to generate new options.

The process of analyzing an artifact is a reminder to me that a major part of agency involves interpretation of the structural conditions to which I attend. I have infinite responses available to any given structure I perceive. My exigence is not a structure but my interpretation of that structure, making structure dependent on my interpretive choices. Because structure is not something real and immutable outside of me, changing the structural world happens when I change my analysis, change my interpretation, change my mind.

**Sharing Criticism/Interacting with Other Agents**

As a rhetorical critic, I interact with other critics and with readers. This interaction takes the form of sharing my analyses with others and inviting-
them to consider my interpretation of an artifact. I have choices in this process as well. I can ignore other analyses, label others' analyses wrong or incorrect, or try to discover what is useful for me from those analyses. My preference is for the latter. I do not believe that any interpretation of an artifact can be wrong—instead, interpretations are simply less or more useful to me. Because I do not find a particular analysis useful because of where I am in my thinking or interests does not mean it is not useful for others. Thus those analyses I find useful, I include in my world; those I do not remain available for others to use if they make sense to them.

The enactment of agency involves interaction with others, just as rhetorical critics interact with others. The process of sharing my work as a rhetorical critic reminds me that there is no need to insist that my interpretation of the world prevail over others. When I go through a buffet line, selecting foods I want to eat, I do not have to lobby the manager of the restaurant to remove all of the foods from the buffet I do not like; I simply choose those that I prefer and let others choose foods in line with their preferences. The same is true for my choices as an agent in interaction with others. I respect the preferences of others, trusting that they are making decisions that are best for their lives and do not try to dissuade them from their particular agentic choices.

**Outcomes of Rhetorical Criticism/Agency**

Agency is an important construct for me because I believe it is the means through which rhetors use symbols to construct the world. Choice is the basic mechanism by which the world is made manifest, and my agency is enacted through my choices. The choices I make as a critic/agent function epistemically to create my world—and I mean my literal, material world as well as my symbolic one. With Butler, I adhere to the notion that the structural world not only "bears cultural constructions" but is itself a construction. Agency, then, is always functioning and is always efficacious in that it is always accomplishing world creation.

Rhetorical criticism is not simply a process of explicating artifacts and contributing to rhetorical theory. It functions as synecdoche for agency that reminds me that I always have choices and am always choosing as I move through my day. It also suggests to me how much power and responsibility I have as an agent. Rhetorical criticism admonishes me to select with care the artifacts or structures on which I focus, to choose interpretations carefully but imaginatively, and to engage in respectful interactions with others, knowing that my choices at all of these junctures are creating the world in which I live.
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**Notes**